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 Connecting Content with Consumers
 Volume 7  Issue 9

I know you're looking at this week's releases and are amazed at not only the continued
growth of our DVD & BD catalog offerings from major studios but also more NEW direct to
video A titles! Studios are very pleased with our partner retailers and the Allied Vaughn
integrated distribution technologies that take much of the obstacles in new release and
catalog management away. With our MOD processes, titles can be presold and launched
far more effectively, changes to content and art handled far quicker than traditional
methods and our retailers know that we're 100% ready to ship on street.

A great wave of titles for retailers to consider, from majors such as SONY Choice, Gravitas
Ventures, Cinedigm, Random Media, FilmRise, Level 33, Janson Media, major titles, major
hits and major selling opportunities in retail.

Successful retailing to you all, 
Richard Skillman
Vice President
Allied Vaughn
avmodnews@alliedvaughn.com
http://www.alliedvaughn.com

AV MOD Studio Brochure
AV MOD Gallery Title Library
AV MOD Newsletter Archives
 

Gravitas Ventures 96 Souls on Presale now and
more on DVD & Blu-ray!

mailto:avmodnews@alliedvaughn.com
http://www.alliedvaughn.com/services/manufacture-on-demand/
http://www.alliedvaughn.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/avmodcatalog-03-7-17.pdf
http://www.avmodgallery.com/collectors
http://www.alliedvaughn.com/services/content-monetization/av-mod-newsletters/
http://ui.constantcontact.com/d.jsp?m=1102000774447&p=oi


  
191091266151  96 Souls [Blu-ray] BD-25   2017     A university research scientist, about to
lose funding and status, has a lab accident and discovers he can see people's true



intentions -- making his situation even worse.   Stars Grinnell Moris; Sid Veda; Paul
Statman; Toyin Moses; Michael J. Silver 
191091266182  96 Souls          DVD-5   

191091266007  Almost Anything [Blu-ray]      BD-25   2016     Needing an escape from the
city, a group of old friends decide to head to the desert for a spontaneous weekend away
at Sam's family's vacation home. But what begins as a normal evening quickly morphs into
a night of social and sexual liberation when Caleb, the one newcomer of the group,
convinces everyone to abandon society's rules and test the limits of sexuality, friendship,
and freedom.   Alex Ashbaugh; Jodi Balfour; Jordan Hayes; Martha MacIsaac; Brandon Jay
McLaren; Dillon Porter; Max Topplin
191091266069  Almost Anything         DVD-5  
 
191091364222  25,000 Mile Love Story, The [Blu-ray] BD-25   2017     THE 25,000 MILE LOVE
STORY chronicles the amazing 5 year journey of Swiss endurance athlete Serge Roetheli as
he endeavored to run a distance equal to the earth's circumference to raise money and
awareness for the world's impoverished children. Accompanied by his equally
adventurous wife Nicole, who rode a motorcycle alongside Serge with their supplies and
pup tent in tow, the Roethelis were confronted with challenges that threatened to push
them beyond their physical and emotional limits as they crossed 6 continents and 35
countries while battling against unforgiving landscapes, extreme weather, horrific
poverty, civil unrest, and near-death illnesses.  Remarkably, they survived it all.  The
heart of this tale is an inspirational love story - a relationship of two people who were
willing pay the price to achieve their almost impossible dream. Serge and Nicole Roetheli
journeyed in search of love, life, nature and adventure - and while finding all of those
things, found themselves too.       Serge Roetheli; Nicole Roetheli
191091364383  25,000 Mile Love Story, The DVD-5

 191091364338  Bigfoot Project, The [Blu-ray] BD-25   2017     A bush-league group of
amateur filmmakers venture into the backwoods of Georgia to search for the mysterious
and elusive Bigfoot. As the team tries to overcome the forest - and each other - Steve, the
group's leader, is obsessed and will stop at nothing to track down the mystic monster.
He's out to prove to world that Bigfoot does exist. Andy Goldenberg; Emily O'Brien; Nick
Armstrong; Arnie Pantoja; Kevin Farley 
191091364277  Bigfoot Project, The    DVD-5 
 
191091266076  Catching Hell in the City of Angels [Blu-ray]  BD-25   2017            This
documentary feature film tells a story of life and death in South Central Los Angeles. A
struggle beyond the nearby Hollywood limelight among people for whom state
intervention comes mostly with a siren attached.     Documentary Cast
191091266045  Catching Hell in the City of Angels DVD-5
 
191091364390  Discoverdale [Blu-ray]
BD-25   2017     A fly-on-the-wall film crew follow cult Comedy Rock Band 'Dead Cat
Bounce' on a desperate quest across Europe to reunite lead singer Jim with his long lost
father, who he believes is the legendary rock singer and Whitesnake frontman David
Coverdale. Crossing Ireland, England, Norway & Denmark the band follow the Whitesnake
Forevermore tour across Europe. They've got no money and no idea what they're doing -
just blind faith that one day soon Jim will be sharing a jacuzzi in a 5 star hotel with the Dad
of his dreams .Demian Fox; Shane O'Brien; James Walmsley; Brian Tichy; David Coverdale 
191091364208  Discoverdale   DVD-5 
 
191091364246  Envisage [Blu-ray] BD-25        2017     "Follow a normal day in the life of three
abnormal characters, to experience life as another person for a day.  Shot entirely in
subjective camera not only will you see what our characters see, you also hear their inner
thoughts. Meet Nelson, a middle-aged agoraphobic man who hasn't left his apartment in
10 years. Sophie - a fun loving 20 something,juggles residency at the hospital and her



vivacious girlfriend Laura. Bryan, a late 20's,  poster child for mediocrity, with no direction
or drive, splits his time being a video store clerk and a drug dealer, which neither he
excels at. With a twist in each story, we leave the audience the chance to ENVISAGE what
will happen to our 3 characters.Taylor Arnette; Lizz Henderson; Heath Silvercloud
 191091364420  Envisage DVD-5

191091364352  Sex Addict, The [Blu-ray] BD-25         2017     A sex-addicted man's life starts
to unravel when he becomes the subject of a school documentary by a bookish yet
beautiful young PhD student. This comedy mockumentary examines the life of Rex,
whose addiction to the many vices of sexual pleasure have left him at his witless end.
Amir Mo; Horatio Sanz; Bryan Callen; Ken Davitian; Mary Carey
191091364147  Sex Addict, The DVD-5          

Random Media Releases Snowden Doc
  

 818522018249  Special Blood  2017    A poignant, no-holds-barred documentary chronicling
the lives of four patients with a dramatic, rare disease. Struggling to be heard by an
ignorant healthcare system, they join their voices together to conquer adversity and
create change. Stars Ava Levy; Noah Davis-Logan; Kelsie Neahring; Dr Bruce Zuraw

818522016511  Killswitch 2016 Killswitch is about the battle for control over the Internet.
Lawrence Lessig, Tim Wu and Peter Ludlow frame the story of two young hactivists, Aaron
Swartz & Edward Snowden, who symbolize the disruptive and dynamic nature of the
Internet. Their lives parallel one another as they free information to millions on the
Internet, putting them directly in the cross-hairs of the most powerful interests in the
world. Will this be a cautionary tale of what happens when you dare to take on elite
power structures? Or will it be the spark that ignites a revolution that will redefine
democracy in the digital age? Edward Snowden; Lawrence Lessig; Tim Wu; Peter Ludlow
 
 



FilmRise New May Releases
 

     

Wow, simply wow, describes this newsletters addition of new Filmrise DVD and Blu-ray
titles to the Allied Vaughn retailer catalog. Presales on key new A releases for our
exclusive retailers to feature now, films that will deliver on--  "Tag", "the Drew", "24 x36
Movie Poster" and "The Hunger" series all are social media buzzes- these films along with
newly master BD catalog titles and the hit television series, "Pensacola"  makes this one
of the strongest release packages we've seen. Ask your Allied Vaughn representative to
send you the complete Filmrise catalog! 
 
191091417683  Tag (Riaru Onigokko) (English Subtitled)   2015   "A girl's life cascades into
chaos as her schoolmates suffer gruesome and increasingly bizarre acts of fate, including
a deadly wind, machine gun teachers and a pig in a tuxedo holding a knife. From visionary
director Sion Sono (""Suicide Club""), "Tag" is a perceptive, shocking and gore-filled
exploration of youth and femininity in an increasingly nightmarish world. This DVD
features the official ""Tag"" trailer and comes in Japanese with English subtitles."    Reina



Triendl;Mariko Shinoda;Erina Mano;Yuki Sakurai;Ami Tomite
191091417690  Tag (Riaru Onigokko) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]   
 
191091419038  Enlighten Us: The Rise and Fall of James Arthur Ray [Blu-ray]            2016    
"""Enlighten Us: The Rise and Fall of James Arthur Ray"" is the story of the motivational
rock star's meteoric rise, fall and return to the $11 billion self-help industry after his
negligent homicide conviction in the death of three clients at a sweat lodge at one of his
events. As this story unfolds, we learn from Ray, his followers and his accusers, about
how their methods of self-improvement ultimately caused so much suffering. ""Enlighten
Us"" asks the important questions, ""What are we looking for?"" and ""Who has the
answers?"" - and even the simple question ""Why?"" This Blu-ray features surround
sound, English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired, audio commentary from
director Jenny Carchman along with the official ""Enlighten Us"" trailer."James Arthur Ray
 
191091415450  Let Me Make You a Martyr       2016     """Let Me Make You a Martyr"" is a
cerebral revenge film about two adopted siblings who fall in love and hatch a plan to kill
their abusive stepfather. From an interrogation room, Drew Glass (Niko Nicotera)
recounts the events that led to his fate. In a series of flashbacks, Drew is seen arriving
back to his hometown from which he has been absent for six years. In this Midwestern
underworld, his father Larry Glass (Mark Boone Junior) is running a lucrative business
comprised of drugs and women. Upon his return, Drew sets out to dismantle his father's
empire and leave town with his adoptive sister and lover June (Sam Quartin). Once Larry
gets wind of his prodigal son's arrival, he enlists a hitman named Pope (Marilyn Manson)
to put his son down and maintain order. What Drew doesn't realize is that June has
become a pawn in her father's game and what Larry doesn't realize is that Pope has an
agenda of his own. This DVD feature surround sound, English subtitles for the deaf and
hearing-impaired, audio commentary track along with the official ""Let Me Make You a
Martyr"" trailer."   Marilyn Manson;Mark Boone Junior;Sam Quartin;Niko Nicotera;William
Lee Scott
 
191091370186  Prince Charles and Prince William Royal Rivals or Father and Son?    2007    
"The death of a mother, the alienation of a wife plus a lover in the background - these
striking events somehow have not broken the love of these two men - father and son.This
original program asks how Charles and William have stayed so visibly fond of each other.
A generous son to his father and a great role model for his brother, William was also
always an enormous comfort for his mother. Very different people, father and son may
yet become rivals as public opinion builds against Charles and Camilla becoming King and
Queen. Unlike Charles, William is a man of his time, and perhaps that is where the rivalry
could emerge - what sort of image should the King have in an increasingly modern and
multicultural Britain? This DVD features English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-
impaired."      Prince William;Prince Charles
 
191091370841  Prince William Royal Teenager Behind the Headlines    2000     "Who is the
real person behind the photogenic royal icon? This probing and fascinating documentary
special explores the person beyond the public image.    This is the story of a young man
whose face is exposed on magazine covers and in tabloids; a face without a place to hide,
who most private expressions photographers lurk to capture. This DVD features English
subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired."       Prince William;Prince Harry
Windsor;Princess Diana;Prince Charles;Camilla Parker-Bowles
 
191091370216  Queen Elizabeth II A Lifetime of Service 2013 "Elizabeth II: the sixth queen
regnant and 63rd sovereign of Britain. She can trace her ancestry beyond the Hanoverians,
Stuarts, Tudors, Plantagenets and Normans, back to the Saxon kings of the Dark Ages. Her
long reign has seen astonishing social changes in Britain and the world. When Elizabeth
came to the throne in 1952, divorcees were still banned from the Royal Enclosure at
Ascot. Since then, her sister and three of her own children were divorced. The Royal
Family members are no longer solidly royal or aristocratic; their number has swelled in



recent times with young men and women from more humble backgrounds. This DVD
features English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired."  Queen Elizabeth II

191091371244  H.M. The Queen Her True Story   2002   "With extensive coverage of the
early years of Elizabeth's life, this is an updated look at the life of Britain's monarch.  
When Elizabeth became Queen, the British Empire was turning into a Commonwealth.
After the Second World War and the new Labour Government, Britain was changing fast.
Her family has been surrounded by gossip, though her own long marriage to Philip has
largely escaped this. The Queen's stability and continuity has allowed Britain to shed an
empire and create a new and prosperous identity quite against all the odds and
expectations of most leading commentators. From Churchill to Blair, and presiding over a
country immeasurably different since the start of her reign, Queen Elizabeth's
achievement can now be seen. This DVD features English subtitles for the deaf and
hearing-impaired."       Queen Elizabeth II
 
191091379899  Chicago Overcoat [Blu-ray]     2009     "The fates of an aging hitman and a
washed up detective become entwined when one last job leads to a last chance to settle
an old score.    ""The most charismatic mafia murderer since Tony Soprano."" - Variety
 ""Fans of 'The Funeral' and 'The Boondock Saints' will eat this up."" - Chicagoist This Blu-
ray features English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired along with the official
""Chicago Overcoat"" trailer."    Frank Vincent;Kathrine Narducci;Mike Starr;Armand
Assante;Stacy Keach;Usman Ally
 
191091379868  Missing at 17 [Blu-ray]      2013     A woman tries to save her adopted
daughter from a criminal, with help from the girl's biological mother.   This Blu-ray
features English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired along with the official
"Missing at 17" trailer.   Ayla Kell;Tricia O'Kelley;Ben Gavin;Marin Hinkle;Jacob Hopkins
 
191091377956  Attack of the Herbals [Blu-ray]    2011  "After years in exile, Jackson
McGregor has returned to his grandparent's home in Lobster Cove, a small Scottish village
where the daily routine consists of eating, sleeping, fishing... and drinking tea. However,
the locals' way of life is under threat from a large corporate retail machine headed up by a
human monster named Bennett Campbell who wants to buy land for a new development.
After discovering a mysterious crate of herbal tea washed up on shore, Jackson and his
friend Russell hatch a plan to sell the tea and save the village. Unfortunately, the new
lease on life the tea seems to give the townspeople soon turns into a nightmare and
Jackson finds himself in a village of flesh-eating zombies! This Blu-ray features English
subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired along with the ""Attack of the Herbals""
trailer." Calum Booth;Steve Worsley;Richard Currie;Mark Wood;Lee Hutcheon
 
191091377963  The Frankenstein Syndrome (The Prometheus Project) [Blu-ray]      2010    
"A beautiful stem-cell researcher, Elizabeth Barnes, joins a secret research group
attempting to develop a stem-cell based universal healing serum. Despite opposition
from the project leaders, she quickly develops a serum that can bring the dead back to life
- but with horrific results. When one of the project's security guards is murdered and then
re-animated, Barnes and her team must contend with a man, who at first, is like a child
but quickly becomes something much, much more.This Blu-ray features English subtitles
for the deaf and hearing-impaired along with the ""The Frankenstein Syndrome""
trailer."          Tiffany Shepis;Louis Mandylor;Scott Anthony Leet;Maya Stojan;Louis
Mandylor;Ed Lauter
 
191091377918  Hunted By Night [Blu-ray]  2010   "In the Florida Everglades, three men on a
hunting trip find bales of drugs just dropped from an airplane. The men must decide
whether to be law-abiding citizens and report the drugs, or take the drugs and sell them
for millions of dollars. This Blu-ray features English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-
impaired along with the ""Hunted By Night"" trailer."   Jencarlos Canela;Juan Bofill;Al
Galvez;Jorge A. Jimenez;Sonya Smith



 
191091377970  Ticket Out [Blu-ray]    2012     ""Ticket Out" is set in the world of the
controversial underground railways that aid women and children escaping from abusive --
and sometimes murderous -- spouses. Ray Liotta plays Jim, a taut and mysterious
character who seemingly aids Jocelyn (Alexandra Breckenridge) and her children in their
flight from her vengeful ex-husband (Billy Burke). In crossing state lines, Jocelyn finds
herself and her children pursued not only by the FBI, but also a ruthless private
investigator. This Blu-ray features English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired
along with the ""Ticket Out"" trailer."      Ray Liotta;Alexandra Breckenridge;Colin Ford
 
191091400487  Scathing [Blu-ray]       2016     "A young couple is stranded in a remote
location for several days without food or water, while a massive madman stalks their
every move, making it impossible for them to escape unscathed. This Blu-ray features
English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired along with the official ""Scathing""
trailer."       John Kyle;Allie Sparks;William Haze
 
191091388181  My Guardian Angel [Blu-ray]   2016     "When Hannah's parents took her to a
new school, they said it was to give her a new start. However, Hannah is 11, autistic, and
due to her condition, unable to speak. She had a twin called Angel, but when Angel died,
Hannah was forbidden to grieve by her abusive parents who punished her when she
sought comfort from her sister's things. So now Hannah lives locked inside a silent life of
despair, which she fears will soon end at the hands of her parents. However, when a knife
keeps appearing under her pillow and a voice that she thinks is inside her head won't
leave her alone, Hannah begins to realize that, just maybe, she may have an ally not of
this world. This Blu-ray features English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired along
with the official ""My Guardian Angel"" trailer."  Maria Figgins;Petra Bryant;Adrian
Annis;Holly Jacobson;Adrian Annis
 
191091384343  The Drew: No Excuse, Just Produce 2015     "The predominantly African-
American community of South Central Los Angeles carries the burdens of crime, poverty,
an escalating gang population and dwindling opportunities for its youth. In response, a
young man named Alvin Willis formed a six-team competitive basketball league at
Charles Drew Junior High School. It was an outlet for himself and his friends. It became
known as the Drew League. Or, more affectionately, "The Drew." Its motto, "No excuse,
just produce."" More than just a place to play ball, the Drew League provided a safe haven
for kids and young men seeking refuge from the negative influences around them. The
Drew quickly became neutral ground. Whatever gang affiliations players arrived with
were left at the gym doors. Whatever violence occurred outside its walls never
penetrated. The residents of South Central nurtured this local treasure as a
counterweight, helping balance the scales against darker paths more easily found. In
1983, after more than a decade in charge, Willis stepped down as commissioner, passing
the torch to his longtime protege, Dino Smiley. A resident of South Central himself,
Smiley grew up around The Drew, starting by doing every odd job from waterboy to
scorekeeping. Eventually he would run a team of his own. Over the next 30 years, The
Drew persevered through social, logistical and financial instability, a testament to force of
will and the power of family. Dino's own, including his wife and children and the
extended family that formed around the league. Fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters,
cousins -- whole families were woven into the tapestry of the league as players, fans, or
volunteers. Still, the pressures of running the league took their toll. Year after year, it
became tougher to consistently find the funding and resources necessary to make the
league work, and by 2010, Dino had to consider shutting it down. That was, until the NBA
unintentionally provided The Drew its greatest opportunity. During the lockout of 2011,
the Association's best pros needed a place to stay sharp. Having long served as a talent
incubator for local pros from Byron Scott to Baron Davis and James Harden, The Drew
threw open its doors to the greatest basketball talent in the world, as Kevin Durant,
LeBron James and Kobe Bryant joined dozens of peers, hooping in South Central.
All eyes were on Los Angeles, and, as it had for decades, The Drew produced. ""The Drew:



No Excuse, Just Produce"" documents the unlikely story of a Los Angeles institution,
celebrating the value of basketball, persistence, loyalty, family, and above all,
community.The power of sports meets the power of people. DIrected by Baron Davis and
Chad Gordon.Produced by Baron Davis, Ali Brown, Chad Gordon, Paul Hunter, Stefan
Sonnenfeld, Erikka Yancy and Gus Roxburgh.This DVD features English subtitles for the
deaf and hearing-impaired and bonus features including BD Talks Drew, Free Throw,
Lebron Shows Up, Metta Shows Up, Swag Champ, Hey You, The Way Things Were along
with the official ""The Drew: No Excuse, Just Produce"" trailer."        Kevin Durant;DeMar
DeRozan;LeBron James;Brandon Jennings;Xzibit
191091384350  The Drew: No Excuse, Just Produce [Blu-ray]           
 
191091400463  The Hunger - The Complete First Season (3 DVD Set)             1997     "Terence
Stamp hosts a horror anthology show, introducing the individual stories. The stories are
steamy, erotic tales dealing with power, sex, lust and driving urges.This DVD features
English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired."   Terence Stamp
 
191091400456  The Hunger - The Complete Second Season (3 DVD Set)             1999     "David
Bowie hosts the second season of this horror anthology show, introducing the individual
stories. The stories are steamy, erotic tales dealing with power, sex, lust and driving
urges.This DVD features English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired along with
""The Hunger"" bonus features.David Bowie
191091400470  The Hunger - The Complete First Season (2 Blu-ray Set) [Blu-ray]       
191091400494  The Hunger - The Complete Second Season (2 Blu-ray Set) [Blu-ray]         
 
191091388204  Pensacola: Wings of Gold - The Complete Second Season (5 DVD Set)         
1998     "Award-winning actor James Brolin (""The West Wing,"" ""Catch Me If You Can"")
stars as Lt. Col. Bill Kelly, a war veteran and fearless pilot. The Marines are Kelly's whole
life, but now he's questioning his choices. Kelly is angry that his elite task force, ""The Sea
Dragons,"" has been disbanded due to government cutbacks, and he's reluctant to accept
a fresh assignment - training another new group of Nugget fighter pilots. This latest
intake, ""The Sharpshooters,"" turns out to be much more complex than Kelly had
assumed. They're the smartest, most driven and most competitive graduates of their
Marine class. Working alongside Kelly, training the Sharpshooters, is Executive Officer
Major MacArthur Lewis, Jr. (Bobby Hosea, ""CSI: Crime Scene Investigation,"" ""Heroes"").
Lewis' tough, old-school exterior hides both a troubled past as well as his own
determination to see all his young charges finish the program alive.
 
191091388198  Pensacola: Wings of Gold - The Complete Third Season (5 DVD Set)     
1999     "Award-winning actor James Brolin (""The West Wing,"" ""Catch Me If You Can"")
stars as Lt. Col. Bill Kelly, a war veteran and fearless pilot. The Marines are Kelly's whole
life, but now he's questioning his choices. Kelly is angry that his elite task force, ""The Sea
Dragons,"" has been disbanded due to government cutbacks, and he's reluctant to accept
a fresh assignment - training another new group of Nugget fighter pilots. This latest
intake, ""The Sharpshooters,"" turns out to be much more complex than Kelly had
assumed. They're the smartest, most driven and most competitive graduates of their
Marine class. Working alongside Kelly, training the Sharpshooters, is Executive Officer
Major MacArthur Lewis, Jr. (Bobby Hosea, ""CSI: Crime Scene Investigation,"" ""Heroes"").
Lewis' tough, old-school exterior hides both a troubled past as well as his own
determination to see all his young charges finish the program alive.This DVD features
English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired."       James Brolin;Kenny
Johnson;Michael Trucco;Sandra Hess;Barbara Niven

191091415191  24x36: A Movie About Movie Posters  2016     """24x36: A Movie About
Movie Posters"" is a documentary that explores the world of illustrated movie poster art;
the artists who create it, companies and studios that commission it, galleries that display
it and collectors and fans who hang it. Through interviews with a number of key art
personalities from the '70s and '80s, as well as many modern, alternative poster artists -



""24x36"" aims to answer the questions: What happened to the illustrated movie poster?
Where did it disappear to and why? In the mid 2000s, filling the void left behind by
Hollywood's abandonment of illustrated movie posters, independent artists and galleries
began selling limited edition screenprinted posters. This movement has quickly exploded
into a multi-million dollar industry, with prints selling out online in seconds, inspiring
Hollywood studios to take notice of illustration in movie posters once more. ""24x36""
explores this birth, death and resurrection of the illustrated movie poster. This DVD
features surround sound, English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired and bonus
material including ""Poster Posse"" and the official ""24x36"" trailer."       Paul
Ainsworth;Dave Alexander;Andrea Alvin;Joe Dante
191091415207  24x36: A Movie About Movie Posters [Blu-ray]          

Sony Choice Releases now on Blu-Ray

  

  
Sony Choice continues to bring newly remastered to Blu-ray format contemporary films to



BD retailers and both of these are directed to different collecting audiences. Available
now for immediate shipping, Sony Choice selects the hottest titles from their vault, re-
mastering them in collector ready Blu-ray format. 
 
 043396497962  Toni Erdmann BD-25   2016     A practical joking father tries to reconnect
with his hard working daughter by creating an outrageous alter ego and posing as her
CEO's life coach.     Sandra Huller; Peter Simonischek; Michael Wittenborn; Thomas Loibl;
Trystan Putter; Ingrid Bisu
 
043396501362  I Spy    BD-25   2002     A professional athlete has to help a U.S. government
agent recover a missing jet. Eddie Murphy; Owen Wilson; Malcolm McDowell;Famke
Janssen
 
043396501379  Stepmom     BD-25   1998     A terminally ill woman has to settle on her
former husband's new lover, who will be their children's stepmother.  Julia Roberts;
Susan Sarandon; Ed Harris ;Jena Malone
 
043396505179  Finding Forrester  BD-25         2000     Because of scoring exceptionally high
on a statewide standardized exam and being an exceptionally good basketball player
Jamal Wallace is sent to a prestigious prep school in Manhattan. He soon befriends the
reclusive writer, William Forrester. The friendship leads William to overcome his
reclusiveness and for Jamal to overcome the racial prejudices and pursue his true dream -
writing. Sean Connery; Rob Brown; F. Murray Abraham; Anna Pacquin; Busta Rhymes;
April Grace; Michael Pitt; Michael Nouri; Richard Easton; Glenn Fitzgerald; Lil' Zane
 
043396505186  Gas, Food, Lodging  BD-25     1992     In the boring desert of New Mexico, a
single mother raises her two teenage daughters, Shade and Trudi, whose deepest desire
is to leave the dead calm town. Shade is the type to escape in her extravagant fantasies
while Trudi is so rebelious it could drive her away. Brooke Adams; Ione Skye; Fairuza Balk;
James Brolin, Robert Knepper; David Landsbury; Jacob Vargas; Donovan Leitch, Jr.; Chris
Mulkey, Laurie O'Brien
 
043396505193  Why We Fight  BD-25  2005     Is American foreign policy dominated by the
idea of military supremacy? Has the military become too important in American life?
Jarecki's shrewd and intelligent polemic would seem to give an affirmative answer to
each of these questions. Ken Adelman; John Ashcroft; Osama bin Laden; George Bush;
George W Bush; Robert Byrd; Frank Capra; Dick Cheney; Bill Clinton; Dwight D Eisenhower

 

Level 33 Releases Eastwood Rom Com



AV Retailers, for immediate presales comes the hit hunk from Fate of the Furious, Scott
Eastwood (yep the son) in a light comedy from Level 33, "Walk of Fame". Joining
Eastwood, veteran Malcolm McDowell and comic Jamie Kennedy round the cast.
 
818522016689  Walk of Fame 2017     Stuck in a dead end job with no girlfriend, Drew (Scott
Eastwood) meets attractive flight attendant and aspiring actress Nikki (Laura Ashley
Samuels) and decides to sign up for classes at the famous Star Academy in Hollywood.
There Drew gets more than he bargained for when he encounters the eccentric and
volatile acting coaches (Malcolm McDowell & Chris Kattan) along with a cast of crazy
characters all looking for their big break in Tinsel Town. Does Drew have what it takes to
survive the insanity of the Star Academy and win Nikki's heart? Scott Eastwood; Malcolm
McDowell; Jamie Kennedy; Chris Kattan; Laura Ashley Samuels; Cory Hardrict; Sam Lerner;
Sonia Rockwell; Tina Parker

Janson Media Releases "the Fix" 



46032058499  The Fix  DVD-5 2014     "The Fix is a tale of recovery and redemption that
paints a portrait of life after heroin addiction in the Bronx. Junior, a young father trying to
turn his life around after years of heroin addiction, joins forces with a group of fellow
hepatitis-C-infected former junkies in the Bronx to fight the disease in their community.
Knitting personal narratives together with a profile of innovative programs at a
methadone clinic, the film explores the concept of storytelling as an instrument of
change and gives a powerful voice to marginalized members of society. Ultimately a very
personal story of redemption and hope, The Fix puts a human face on addiction and
disease with sensitivity and grace.
 
Junior lives in a homeless shelter with his wife and young daughter and has recently
gotten clean after 20 years of addiction, jail, and violence. Like most injection drug users,
Junior has contracted hepatitis C, a chronic disease that will, left untreated, cut short his
life. Traumatized by his past but determined to change, he seeks treatment for his
addiction at a methadone clinic in the Bronx, where he is offered a grueling, year-long
hepatitis C treatment that could potentially save his life. We learn that Junior has not
seen his oldest daughter in ten years, having lost custody of her because of his heroin
addiction. Overcome with guilt and regret, he is now determined not to repeat history
with his second child. Despite severe side effects from the treatment, he pushes forward.
Gradually gaining momentum in his recovery, Junior trains as a peer educator at his clinic
and joins forces with other former junkies to fight the hepatitis C epidemic in the Bronx.
Charged with helping other addicts, Junior and the others begin to feel a sense of
purpose in their own lives. As part of their training, the peer educators participate in a
storytelling workshop conducted by The Moth, an award-winning non-profit dedicated to
the art of telling true stories live. Junior finds his voice and begins to transform into a
powerful leader and storyteller. In the face of treatment-induced memory loss and a fear
of failure, he takes to the stage at events from downtown Manhattan to Governor's Hall at
the New York State capitol. With a sense of spiritual and physical renewal, Junior
improbably reunites with his first daughter and vows to be the positive paternal presence



his family needs going forward. Because of his hepatitis C cure, he now has the time that
he needs." Laura Naylor
 

The "Vampire Bat" released on Blu-ray
Released to significant social media and press advanced notice, The Film Detective brings
the 1933 Frank Strayer classic horror film to remastered Blu-ray format for the discerning
film collectors. Available now on both BD and DVD, Allied Vaughn is shipping today!

 

  
818522017723  The Vampire Bat - Special Edition (The Film Detective Restored Version)
  Blu-ray Version   BD-25 1933          An excellent cast featuring Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray,
Melvyn Douglas, and the immortal Dwight Frye headline this macabre tale of vampire
attacks in a small village. Does a troubled man-child with an affection for bats have
something to do with it? Or is it a local scientist who appears to know quite a bit about
vampirism? Director Frank R. Strayer spins a thrilling tale from Hugo nominated
screenwriter Edward T. Lowe (House of Frankenstein, House of Dracula) and will have you
craving more films from the first golden age of horror!  Lionel Atwill,Fay Wray,Melvyn
Douglas
 
 818522017730  The Vampire Bat - Special Edition (The Film Detective Restored Version)
DVD-5

  



Cinedigm Releases "Rooster Teeth" on DVD

 
767685153697  The Best of Rooster Teeth Animated Adventures 2    DVD-9            2015    
Rooster Teeth Animated Adventures is back and bluer than ever! We've spent hours in a
laboratory constructing the ultimate RTAA DVD, and the best of Rooster Teeth Animated
Adventures 2 is what we got! Stars Burnie Burns, Matt Hullum, Miles Luna

 Coming Attractions Available For PreOrder
Now!

Look what's available now for pre-orders from Allied Vaughn!    



  

06/20/17    191091417690    Tag (Riaru Onigokko) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    1    BD-25  
 2015    "A girl's life cascades into chaos as her schoolmates suffer gruesome and
increasingly bizarre acts of fate, including a deadly wind, machine gun teachers and a pig
in a tuxedo holding a knife. From visionary director Sion Sono (""Suicide Club""), "Tag" is a
perceptive, shocking and gore-filled exploration of youth and femininity in an
increasingly nightmarish world. This Blu-ray features the official ""Tag"" trailer and comes
in Japanese with English subtitles."    85:00    FilmRise   

06/13/17    191091419038    Enlighten Us: The Rise and Fall of James Arthur Ray [Blu-ray]  
 1    BD-25    2016    """Enlighten Us: The Rise and Fall of James Arthur Ray"" is the story of
the motivational rock star's meteoric rise, fall and return to the $11 billion self-help
industry after his negligent homicide conviction in the death of three clients at a sweat
lodge at one of his events. As this story unfolds, we learn from Ray, his followers and his
accusers, about how their methods of self-improvement ultimately caused so much
suffering. ""Enlighten Us"" asks the important questions, ""What are we looking for?""
and ""Who has the answers?"" - and even the simple question ""Why?""  This Blu-ray
features surround sound, English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired, audio
commentary from director Jenny Carchman along with the official ""Enlighten Us""
trailer."    93:00    FilmRise   

06/27/2017    818522016689    Walk of Fame    1    DVD-5    2017    Stuck in a dead end job
with no girlfriend, Drew (Scott Eastwood) meets attractive flight attendant and aspiring
actress Nikki (Laura Ashley Samuels) and decides to sign up for classes at the famous Star
Academy in Hollywood. There Drew gets more than he bargained for when he encounters
the eccentric and volatile acting coaches (Malcolm McDowell and Chris Kattan) along with
a cast of crazy characters all looking for their big break in Tinsel Town. Does Drew have
what it takes to survive the insanity of the Star Academy and win Nikkis heart?    93:00  
 Level 33 Entertainment    

ReleaseDate    UPC                      Title                                            Year    AVContentProvider    
06/06/2017    191091415450    Let Me Make You a Martyr    2016    FilmRise    
06/06/2017    191091415467    Let Me Make You a Martyr [Blu-ray]    2016    FilmRise    
05/30/2017    191091266151    96 Souls [Blu-ray]    2017    Gravitas Ventures    
05/30/2017    191091266182    96 Souls    2017    Gravitas Ventures    
05/30/2017    767685153697    The Best of Rooster Teeth Animated Adventures 2
Cinedigm    05/23/2017    818522017099    KILO TWO BRAVO    2017    Level 33



Entertainment    
05/23/2017    888574489106    Film Noir Classic Collection: Volume Five        Warner    
05/23/2017    888574488178    Static Shock: The Complete Second Season        Warner    
05/16/2017    818522016665    1 NIGHT    2017    Level 33 Entertainment    
05/16/2017    888574489113    Forced Vengeance    1982    Warner    
05/16/2017    888574489137    He Knows You're Alone    1980    Warner    
05/16/2017    888574489304    A Stranger is Watching    1982    Warner    
05/16/2017    888574499570    Vision Quest [Blu-ray]    1985    Warner    
05/16/2017    888574489090    Deep Cover    1992    Warner    
05/16/2017    888574489335    Thunderbolt    1995    Warner    
05/16/2017    888574489298    St. Ives    1976    Warner    
05/16/2017    818522016511    Killswitch    2016    Random Media    
05/16/2017    818522018249    Special Blood    2017    Random Media    
05/08/2017    888574488512    Baby Doll    1956    Warner    
05/08/2017    888574488536    Humoresque    1946    Warner    
05/08/2017    888574489328    Sweet Bird of Youth    1962    Warner    
05/08/2017    888574489182    Loved One, The [Blu-ray]    1965    Warner    
05/08/2017    888574489007    Accidental Tourist, The [Blu-ray]        Warner    
05/08/2017    888574462185    The Wayans Bros: The Complete Second Season        Warner   
05/02/2017    646032058499    The Fix    2014    Janson Media    
05/02/2017    191091266007    Almost Anything [Blu-ray]    2016    Gravitas Ventures    
05/02/2017    191091266069    Almost Anything    2016    Gravitas Ventures    

  Access all Allied Vaughn's MOD Collection here!
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